HEUSSEN among the TOP 100 European law firms according to the ranking of “The Lawyer“

For the first time, the leading British law-magazine „the Lawyer“ included HEUSSEN in its annual ranking „European 100 – The Continental Elite“, which identifies the top high profit law firms in continental Europe. HEUSSEN is listed in this ranking together with only 15 other law firms from Germany.

We are very proud and even more encouraged to continue our successful course“, says Christoph Hamm, business manager at HEUSSEN Rechtsanwaltschaft mbH. Adding: „I congratulate our employees who earned this award by the successful work they did in their practice groups."

In the last year HEUSSEN was able to expand its offices in Frankfurt and Stuttgart by takeovers and by winning over several partners of renowned law firms, thereby strengthening its business law as well as public business law practice groups.
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